C&B SEEN PROGRAMMABLE REMOTE DIPSWITCH
QUICKSTART INSTRUCTIONS

When you first receive the kit the remote will already have been 'Paired' with the lamp – if need be a new
remote can be paired later – see detailed instructions in accompanying documents:
Your remote switch consists of 4 separate components:
1, The bar mounted cradle
2. The remote switch itself
3. A snap-on cover (pic above right shows cover on)
4. A wrist-strap
The cradle may be mounted to the bars using either the supplied O rings or, for those of you who do not
want the hassle of using the O rings, you might prefer using a small cable tie. The switch itself slides into
the cradle and can be positioned to suit.
The cover snaps on and slides off and has two uses:
1. Should be used to shield the buttons if the light and the remote are ever packed together to avoid
accidental activation of the light through pressure on the Remote buttons.
2. May be used when snapped onto the rear of the remote when it will provide the necessary slots to allow
the wristband to be used, see pic below

The two buttons are designated with symbols – a [ ] for Up, and a O for Down. To turn on the light hold the
[ ] button in for 1.5 secs.
Clicking on the [ ] button will cycle the lamp through Low-Medium-High modes. A click on the O button will
activate the Pulse mode.
To return to normal beam from pulse just click on the [ ] button.
To turn off the light hold the [ ] button in for 1.5 seconds will switch the lamp into Standby mode. This mode
allows the lamp to remain attached to the battery pack but with 0V drain on the battery. To exit Standby
mode hold the [ ] button for 1.5 seconds which will turn the light back on. Disconnect lamp from battery to
switch to permanently Off.
Please see the accompanying instructions which contain more detailed information on the operation of the
light and it's features an also a separate sheet which details the programmable functions available with the
remote.will be published shortly on the website explaining how to use the Progammable features of the
Lamp/Remote combination. This includes how to 'Pair' a new Remote, how to change the factory preset
Mode power levels, and how to use the Remote to allow you to fine tune your light settings in 10%
increments whilst riding.

